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It is proved in [2], in particular, that if G is a semisimple algebraic 
group over Q and g E G(Z) is a general semisimple element, then there 
exists a Zariski dense subgroup r of infinite index in G(Z) containing g” 
for some m E Z (in fact, r can be taken to be a maximal subgroup of G(Z)). 
Further, two commuting semisimple elements of S&(Z) (n 24), which 
generate a free abelian group of rank 2 and which are contained in a 
Zariski dense (in fact, maximal) subgroup of infinite index in S&(Z) are 
exhibited. 
Given an algebraic Q-subgroup H of G, one can attempt, by imitating 
the methods of [2], to obtain Zariski dense subgroups of infinite index in 
G(Z) which contain a congruence subgroup of H(E). We obtain such sub- 
groups of infinite index when H is a “low-dimensional” unipotent group. 
We show in Section 2 that given any Q-embedding G, c G there exist 
Zariski dense subgroups of G(h) of infinite index which contain G,(mZ) 
[the principal congruence subgroup of G,(Z) of level m], for some positive 
integer m. We then give examples of Q-embeddings H = G, x G, c G such 
that there exist Zariski dense subgroups of G(Z) of infinite index contain- 
ing H(mE) for some m. 
On the other hand we prove in Section 3, in particular, that there exist 
subgroups H of the form G, x G, in G, where G is a Chevalley group over 
Q of rank 2 2, such that if r is a Zariski dense subgroup of G(Z) contain- 
ing H(mZ) for some m, then r is of finite index in G(Z). 
As an application of the results of Section 3, we show in Section 4 that if 
Tc G(Z) is an infinite subgroup whose commensurator in G(E) is a sub- 
group of finite index in G(Z), then r itself is of finite index in G(Z), where 
G is a Q-simple group of Q-rank 22. 
I thank Madhav V. Nori for suggesting to me this problem of extending 
H(mZ) to Zariski dense subgroups of infinite index in G(Z) and also for 
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suggesting examples and proofs at several places. I also thank M. S. 
Raghunathan and G. Prasad for many helpful comments and suggestions. 
1. ZARISKI DENSE SUBGROUPS OF INFINITE INDEX IN G(Z) 
(1.1) DEFINITION. Let G be a connected linear algebraic group defined 
over the rational number field Q. Let H be a nontrivial connected algebraic 
Q-subgroup of G. We choose a Q-embedding of G in GL, and set 
G(Z) = Gn GL,(Z), H(H) = Hn GL,(H). We assume that G(Z) and H(E) 
are Zariski dense in G and H, respectively. 
In what follows, we consider a connected projective variety 9’ c [Fp” on 
which G acts. Here, B and the action of G are assumed to be defined over 
IR, the field of real numbers. Let P denote the set of real points of 9. By a 
Zariski open set U of P (resp. a subvariety Z of P) we mean the set of real 
points of a Zariski open set of 9 defined over Iw (resp. the set of real points 
of a subvariety of 9 defined over Iw). Then, Pn([w) has the structure of a 
real manifold and P c P”(lR) is given the subspace topology. 
1.2. DEFINITION. Suppose 9, P, U, Z are as in (1.1). We assume that Z 
is a proper subvariety of P. We say that (U, Z) is a “good pair” for H(Z) if 
the following condition is satisfied: there exists a system { V,,,,} of compact 
neighbourhoods of Z in P indexed by positive integers m and compact sub- 
sets K of U such that 
(1) y(k)~V,,,forallk~Kandy~H(mZ)-{l}, 
(2) If m” divides m’, then V,.,,C V,,,,S,K, 
(3) if m, is a sequence of integers tending to co, then 
(1.3) Remark. If ge G(Z) and (U, Z) is a good pair for H(Z), then 
(g(U), g(Z)) is a good pair for the group (gHg-l)(Z). 
(1.4) PROPOSITION. Let (U, Z) be a good pair for H(Z). Assume further 
that Z c g(U) for some g E G( [w). We write ‘H for the Q-closure of the nor- 
mal subgroup of G generated by H. 
There exists a Zariski dense subgroup r of ‘H(Z) which is of infinite 
index in ‘H(Z) and which contains H(mZ) for some integer m. 
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Proof The set {g E G(R); g(U) 1 Z} is a nonempty Zariski open set. 
The Zariski density of G(Z) in G then implies that 
6,~ (gl,..., gk)EG(Z)X “. XG(Z); gi#gj 
i 
(i#j) 
and 
zc ifi, g,‘(u) n gi(U fj gj'lgj(u) 
j=l I 
is Zariski dense in G x .. . x G ,for each k. We choose k large enough and 
(g 1 ,..., gk) E G’k such that g, ,..., gk generate a group which is Zariski dense 
in G. Then there exists a compact neighbourhood 0 of Z in P such that 
oc fi g;(u) n gm) ii g12gj(u) . 
i=l i j=l i 
Write Oj for g,(O) and choose p E flf= 1 gi( U) - UT= 1 Oj. 
We now use the fact that (U, Z) is a good pair for H(Z). Remark (1.3) 
shows that (g,(U), g,(Z)) is a good pair for (g,Hg,: l)(Z). Now from 
Definition (1.2), we get a congruence subgroup H(mZ) of H(Z) such that 
the set g,H(mZ) g; ’ - { 1 } carries the compact set Oi {p} c gj( U) into the 
neighbourhood 0, of gj(Z) provided i # j. It follows from proposition (1.1) 
of [6] that the group A k,m generated by the groups 
g, H(mZ) g; 1,-*, gkH(mZ) g;’ 
in G(Z) is the free product of these groups. Now nk,m is Zariski dense in 
GH, because the group generated by gl,..., g, is dense in G. 
Now choose g,, L E G(Z) such that (gl ,..., g,, gk+ 1) E G;k + , . We Can 
then choose m so large, that the group nk+ l,m generated by 
g,H(‘@) g;‘w gk+,H(mZ) g,& in G(Z) is again the free product of 
these groups. It is then clear that nk,m iS of infinite in /lk+ ,,m and hence of 
infinite index in GH(Z). 
Now Ak,tn is a Zariski dense subgroup of GH(Z) which is of infinite index 
and contains g, H(mZ) g;‘. We can therefore take r to be g; l/i,+ g, and 
the proof of the proposition is complete. 
(1.5) COROLLARY. Suppose G is a Q-simple group and H c G a subgroup 
satisfying the hypothesis of Proposition (1.4). Then the pair (G, H) satisfies 
the property: 
(*) there exists a Zariski dense subgroup of G(Z) of infinite index 
which contains H(mZ) for some m > 0. 
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Proof: We merely have to note that if H is a connected nontrivial 
Q-subgroup of G, then ‘H is G. 
(1.6) Remark. Suppose G is a simply connected Q-simple group and 
satisfies the congruence subgroup property, i.e., any subgroup of G(Z) of 
finite index is a congruence group; from the results of [3] (see also [S]), 
the closure of r in G(f) is open. It then follows that r is contained in a 
congruence subgroup Sz of G(Z) such that the closure of r maps onto the 
profinite completion of Q. Now as in [2] one can show that r is contained 
in a maximal subgroup of Sz of infinite index. 
2. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES 
In this section we give some examples of unipotent Q-subgroups H of G 
such that (G, H) satisfies the property 
(*) there exists a Zariski dense subgroup r of G(Z) of infinite index 
containing H(m%) for some m > 0. 
(2.1) PROPOSITION. Suppose G is a Q-simple algebraic group and 
i: G, c G a Q-embedding. Then (G, G,) satisfies the property (*). 
Proof Let 8 = G, c SL, be the embedding t +-+ (4 ‘1). Then, by the 
Jacobson-Morozov theorem, there exists a Q-homomorphism @: SL, + G 
such that @ 0 8 = i. Denote by Z, the unique irreducible representation of 
SL, of dimension (m + 1) (m z 0). Let (V, p) be a nontrivial representation 
of G defined over Q. We decompose the representation p0 @ of SL,: 
V poQ= V(m,)CB ... 0 V(m,)(m, > ... >m,>O), 
where V(m) is the isotypical component of V,,@ corresponding to the 
representation Z, (we have m, > 0, for, otherwise p 0 @ is trivial and hence 
ker(p) is a nontrivial proper normal subgroup of G, contradicting the Q- 
simplicity of G). Denote by V-(m) (resp V’(m)) the lowest (resp. the 
highest) weight space of V(m) with respect to the action of the group 
G, E { (6 p-,); t E G,} c SL2. Let rc; (resp. rr,’ ) denote the G,-equivariant 
projection of V, o Q onto V-(m) (resp. V+(m)). 
We now consider the action of G on P(V). Let U be the Zariski open set 
of !P( V)([w) given by 
u= {uEP(Vvq;71,,(0)#0} 
and Z the subvariety P( V’(m,)) c P(V). It is an easy computation that 
(U, Z) is a good pair for G,(Z). If w is the image of (-y A) under @, then 
Z c p(w)(U). The proposition now follows from corollary ( 1.5). 
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We now give some examples of embeddings of H= G;(r > 2) in 
5’15, (n 2 4) which satisfy (*). In view of Remark (1.6) we see that there 
exists an m > 0 and a congruence subgroup Q of SL, such that H(mZ) is 
contained in a maximal subgroup of Q of infinite index (we are using here 
the well known fact that SL,(Z) has the congruence subgroup property for 
n23). 
(2.2) EXAMPLE. G, x G, c SL, (n 2 4) is given by 
t 1 
s t 
12 0 --t s 
(3, t)- o z _ o (s, t E Go). 
n 4 
0 0 12 
Then (SL,, G, x G,) satisfies (*). Consider the action of SL,(R) on 
P”-‘(Iw). Write 
u= {(Xl )...) x,)EP”-l(IW);x,_l#Oorx,#O} 
and 
2 = (x, )..., X,)EPn-1(R);X3= .‘. =x,=0} 
Then (U, 2) is a good pair for (G, x G,)(Z). Moreover, there exists 
gc SL,(R) such that g(U) 2 2. Now, Corollary (1.5) implies that 
(SL,, G,x G,) satisfies (*). 
(2.3) EXAMPLE. Let 0: W(Z) + M4(Z) denote the left regular represen- 
tation of the integral quaternions W(Z). For n 2 8, we consider the sub- 
group 
0 
14 0 O(h) 
0 I,-, 0 ; hsW(Z) c SL,( H). 
0 0 14 
This group is the group of integral points of an algebraic Q-subgroup H of 
SL,, where H is isomorphic to G, x G, x G, x G,. We again look at the 
action of SL,(R) on P-l(R). Set 
u= {(x1,..., X,)E~n-1([W);(X,~~,X,~2,X,~1,X,)#(0,0,0,0)}, 
z= {(XI,..., X,)EP”-l(lR);xs= ... =x,=0}. 
481/10X/2-4 
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Then (U, Z) is a good pair for H(Z) and there exists ge S&(R) such that 
Z c g(U). Corollary ( 1.5) now implies that (SL,, H) satisfies ( *). 
(2.4) EXAMPLE. Let 
01 00 
00 10 
N= EM4 
be the regular nilpotent matrix. Consider the embedding i: G, x G, -+ SL, 
given by (s, t) H exp(sN2) exp(tN) (s E G,, t E G,). Set i (G, x G,) = H and 
u= ((X,,X2,X3,X~)~~3(~);(x3,Xq)Z(0,0)}, 
z= {(X,? x2, x3, X4)E P3P); (x3, x,1= (0, O,}, 
and consider the action of SL,(W) on P3(R). One can show that (U, Z) is a 
good pair for H(Z) and that there exists ge SL,(lR) such that g(U) =, Z. 
Now Corollary (1.5) implies that (SL,, H) satisfy (*). 
3. A CRITERION FOR A ZARISKI DENSE SUBGROUP OF G(Z) 
TO BE OF FINITE INDEX 
Let G be a connected algebraic group over Q, and let Tc G(Z) be a 
Zariski dense subgroup of G. Suppose H is a unipotent Q-subgroup of G. 
Obviously, if r is to be of finite index in G(h), a necessary condition is that 
r~ H(mE) for some m > 0, m E E. We have shown in Section 2 that this 
condition is not sufficient, for some unipotent subgroups H. In this section 
we prove a result which implies in particular that if G is a simple Chevalley 
group over Q of rank 22, there exists an embedding of G, x G, in G such 
that (G, G, x G,) does not satisfy (*) of corollary (1.5): if Tc G(Z) is 
Zariski dense and r~ (G, x G,)(mZ) for some m >O, then F is of finite 
index in G(Z). 
(3.1) DEFINITION. Let G be a Q-simple algebraic group with Q-rank 
22. Let T be a maximal Q-split torus of G, P, a minimal parabolic Q-sub- 
group containing T and @ the root system associated to (G, PO, T). Let @+ 
denote the set of positive roots of Qi and A the set of simple roots. We have 
an ordering on @+: if ~1, BE@+ and a - p # 0 is a nonnegative integral 
linear combination of simple roots then write a >, 8. Denote by a the 
highest root with respect o this ordering. We call BE CD+ a second highest 
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root if /I is a maximal element of the set (6 E @+; 6 c a}. Denote by [g, h] 
the commutator ghg- ‘h - ’ whenever g, h E G. If 13 E0, then X0 denotes any 
unipotent l-parameter subgroup p: G, + G defined over Q, such that 
tp(a) t-l = p(tl(t) a) (LEG,, TV T). 
(3.2) LEMMA. Let ME @+ be the highest root and let PIE CD+ be a second 
highest root. Let X,, X-, be as above, and H the group generated by 
X,(mh) and X-,(mZ) for some m > 0, m E Z. Then y = c1- /3 E A and there 
exists an X, and m’ > 0, m’ E Z such that X,,(m’Z) c H. 
Proof. Let G --f GL, be a Q-embedding. If Q denotes the Lie algebra of 
G, then we get an embedding of G in 81,. Given X,, X-,, we get E,, 
E-, E Q(Q) which are nilpotent in g/,(G) and such that 
X,(t) = exp(tE,), X-,(s) = Exp(sEdB), (s, t E G,). 
Let B be the closure of H in G. Then the Lie algebra of R is generated by 
E, and E-,. Since Q-rank of G is 22, the assumptions on CI, p show that 
the Lie algebra of R consists entirely of nilpotent elements i, e. R is a 
unipotent Q-subgroup of G. Since H is Zariski dense in n, we see that H 
contains R(m,Z) for some m, > 0, m, E Z (see [S, Chap. II, Theorem 2.31). 
It is easy to see that y = c1- /I E A is a simple root, using the fact that G 
is Q-simple. Moreover, E, = [E,, Epp] # 0 is in gl,(Q). Take X, to be the 
l-parameter subgroup 
x,(t) = w(tE,) (t E GA. 
If N > 0, NE Z is sufficiently large, then we get 
X,(N! E) = exp(N! ZE,) c H 
which proves the lemma. 
(3.3) DEFINITION. Let rr, r, be subgroups of G(Q). We say that r, vir- 
tually contains r, and write rl 2 r, or r2 < r1 if r1 n r, is of finite index 
in r2. We say that r, is commensurate with r, and write r1 = r, if r1 >, r, 
and r2arl. 
(3.4) DEFINITION. Suppose cp E @ is such that 2q 4 @. Then 
n,={X~6; Ad(t)X=cp(t)X for all tET) is a subalgebra of the Lie 
algebra 6 of G. We denote by U, the (unipotent) Q-subgroup of G 
corresponding to nV. 
(3.5) THEOREM. Let a E @+ be the highest root and j3’~ @+ a second 
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highest root. Let X0, be as in Definition (3.1) and U, be as in (3.4). Form the 
unipotent abelian Q-subgroup N = X,,(G,). U, c G. Suppose f is a Zariski 
dense subgroup of G(H) such that r 2 N(E). Then r is of finite index in 
G(B). 
Proof Suppose w E NJ T)(Q) represents the element of N( T)/T of the 
highest length. Denote by U the unipotent radical of the minimal parabolic 
Q-subgroup P, of G. Then POwU is a Zariski open subset of G and 
Tn P, WU is a Zariski dense subset of G(Z). Let g E r n P, WU and write 
g = pwu. Denote by “H the subgroup XHX ~ ’ for any x E G and any sub- 
group H of G. We have pwuXB(H)pwu U,(Z)<r. Now the group 
N(Q) =X,(Q). U,(Q) is normalized by P,(Q). We therefore see that 
where A’,,,,, = wXp8 w ~ I. We know that w(a) = --c1 and w(B’) = -/I where /I 
is again a second highest root. From Lemma (3.2), we see that 
r> p[X,(Z)] for some X, [where y = a-p is a simple root and X, does 
not depend upon p]. Here p runs through a Zariski dense subset of P,. 
This shows that whenever 0~@+ is of the form Clod+ m(l)1 with 
m(y)>O, we have X,(Z) < r for any l-parameter subgroup X,. The 
algebraic group generated by these X8’s is the unipotent radical of a 
parabolic Q-subgroup P, ( 2 P,). We have thus proved that R,(P,)(E) < I’. 
Let P be the smallest parabolic Q-subgroup containing P, such that 
“R,(P)(Z) < r for some x E G(Q). 
Claim. “(P) = P” where P” is the parabolic opposed to P. 
ProoJ: By replacing r by “-l(r), we may assume that R,(P)(Z) <r. 
Given a subset A’ = {y, ,..., y,} c A, let u,, denote the subalgebra of 6 span- 
ned by vectors X such that 
Ad(t)(X) = ‘3tW) (2~ T), 
where 8 = ZAP,, m(n) 1 with m(y,) > 0 for some yic A’. Now, there exists 
A’ c A such that P = NJ VA,) where VA, is the unipotent Q-subgroup of G 
corresponding to vA,. Suppose the claim is false. It is then easy to see that 
6 = -w(y) E A’ for some y I$ A’, by comparing the unipotent radicals of “(P) 
and PO. 
Pick an element g of the Zariski dense subgroup r, of the form 
pwu(P~ PO, UE U). We know that 
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By replacing r by p-‘(f), we may assume that 
R,(P)(Z) < z-2 “R,(P)(Z) = R,[“(P)l(Z)* 
The Lie algebra of R,[“(P)] contains the subspace spanned by vectors 
XE Lie (G) such that I 
txr-’ = e(t) x (TV T), 
where 
e= -c m(A)1 withm(6)>0. 
ISA 
We now write P = M&(P) where it4 is the reductive part of P (Levi 
decomposition). I+ wM be the element of N,,,,( T)/T of the highest length. 
Replacing r by wy (r), we can see that 
"M'R,(P)(Z)==R,(P)(Z)6r~WylR,[W(P)](Z~ 
Hence r> V,.(Z) and r> Vra,(Z). This contradicts the minimality of P 
and hence the claim is proved. 
We have now produced a parabolic Q subgroup P of G containing 
P,, such that R,(P)(Z) < ZY Choose m > 0, m E Z such that 
&(P)W) = r, kAP”)W) = r, 
and 
where A4 is the reductive part of P. This shows that the group generated by 
R,(P )(mz) and R,(P’)(mz) is contained in r and is normalised by 
R,(P,)(mZ) = U(mE) and R,(PE)(mZ) = U-(mZ). From the theorem of 
[4] (see also [7]) we see that U(mz) and U-(mz) generate a subgroup of 
finite index in G(Z). It follows then from [I] that R,(P)(mZ) and 
II,, generate a subgroup of finite index in G(Z). Since this sub- 
group is in f, we see that r itself is of finite index in G(Z). 
(3.6) COROLLARY. Let G be a Q-simple Chevalley group. Let a E @ + be a 
second highest root. The groups U, and U, [see (3.4)] are one dimensional 
and we have a Q-embedding G, x G, --t G by (s, t) H X,(s) X,(t) (s, t E G,). 
Zf r is a Zariski dense subgroup of G(Z) such that f 2 (G, x G,)(Z) then r 
is offinite index in G(Z). 
We now prove a more refined result when G is SL, (n > 3). 
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(3.7) THEOREM. Suppose XE SL,(Z) is a unipotent matrix such that 
(x - 1) has matrix rank 1. Suppose y E SL,(Z) is another unipotent such that 
x and y generate a free abelian group N of rank 2. Then any Zariski dense 
subgroup r of SL,(Z) containing N virtually, is of finite index in SL,(H). 
Proof Denote by E, the matrix all of whose entries except the (i, j)th 
entry are 0 and the (i, j)th entry is 1. After conjugation by an element of 
SL,(Q), we may assume that 
x= 1 +E,,, y= 1+ 
for some y, E Q. We choose, as in the proof of Theorem (3.5), an element 
of I- of the form uwb, where u is an upper triangular unipotent element, b is 
upper triangular and w represents the Weyl group element of the highest 
length (the Weyl group is NsJT)/T, where T is the group of diagonal 
matrices in SL,). Hence x, y, “““(x) E I’. Replacing r by “-‘(I’) we may 
assume that { 1 + tE,“; tsZ}<f, {l+tE,,; teZ}<f. Further, rcontains 
an element y of the form ‘- (xr) um (y”) with 
Consider the conjugate Y/? [where /I = (1 + tE,,) E r] of /?. Computation 
shows that ‘B = C (y/3)ii E,, with (‘p),, = 1 and (ya)12 = . . . = (Y/?)i,, = 0. 
Then B’=C~,~>Z (‘B)qE, belongs to a- IW. Suppose 
B’(O, 0 ,..., 0, 1) # (0,O ,..., 0, 1) E Z”- ‘. We look at the conjugate 
6 = y(b’(/3) E r of /?. This is of the form xi, r aiEzl + 1, where ai # 0 for some 
i<n. Wehave/I=l+tE,,, also in f. Replacing r by g(I’) for some g E r, 
we see that the group generated by %! and g& denote it ( gS, g/?), is com- 
mensurate with the group 
H={l+tE,,+sE,,;ts~Z}<l-. (3.7.1) 
Applying Theorem (3.5) to H and r, we see that r is of finite index in 
%(~ h 
We now examine the case when /?‘(O, 0 ,..., 0, 1) = (0,O ,..., 0, 1). After 
replacing r by a conjugate group, we may assume that /? = 1 + tE,,, for 
some t E Z and ‘/? is of the form 1 + xi,, (y&ii E, with (y/?)ii possibly non- 
zeroonlywheni=norj=nor(i,i)=(n-1,2),fori>j.Weusethefact 
that (p - 1) has rank 1, to reduce y/? to this form. There are now three 
possibilities: 
(i) not all the entries CYPln3,..., [Yfl]n,n- 1 are zero. Since ‘/I - 1 is a 
rank - 1 matrix, ‘b is then 1 +xjcn (y/I),j E,. Using the fact that 
/? = 1 + tE,, , we see, as in (3.7.1), that f is of finite index in SL,(Z). 
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(ii) ‘/l # /I but [y& = *.. = [y/?]nn-l = 0. Then ‘/3 = 1 + 
a&,,, + bL,,2 + cE,-l+dE,,z, where a, b, c, d E Z with ad - be = 0, 
but (a, b, d) # (0, 0,O). Replacing ‘/I by ‘fl. p-” for some m, we may 
assume that 6~f’, where 6 is an element of the form 
1 + aE,- I,I + bE,- 1,2 + dE,,z. On the other hand a = 1 + tE,, E r for some 
t E Z. If (a, d) # (0, 0), then using a change of basis, we may assume that a 
and the commutator [S, a] generate a subgroup of finite index in H, where 
H is the group defined in (3.7.1). Again from theorem (3.5), r is of finite 
index in S&(Z). If (a, d) = (0, 0), then replacing y by 6, /I by a we are 
reduced to proving the theorem when ‘/I = fi. 
(iii) ‘p = fi. Therefore y = 1 + C Zii<j<n yijE,, /I, a lie in IY Choose 
an element of the form uwb E r where (u)~ # 0 for all (i, j) with 
1 < i < j < n. Replacing r by “-l(r) and y, a, “‘“‘a by “-‘y, a, Wba, respec- 
tively, we see that y = 1 + CiCjyijEij, a, Wba = 1 + sE,l E r, with either 
(Y),~ # 0 for some n > j > 1 or (Y)~, # 0 for some 1 < i < n. In either case, we 
see that we are reduced to considering the previous possibility (i). This 
proves that r is again of finite index in X,(Z). 
(3.8) COROLLARY. Zf n 2 3 and SL3 c SL, is the standard inclusion of 
SL, in SL,, then any Zariski dense subgroup of SL,(Z) which uirtually con- 
tains SL,(P) is of finite index in SL,(Z). 
Proof The images of 
and 
i 
lm0 
0 1 0 
0 0 1 
in SL,(Z) for some m, give us two rank-l commuting unipotents inside r 
and now the corollary is immediate from theorem (3.9). 
4. GROUPSWHOSECOMMENSURATORSIN G(Z)AREOF FINITE~NDEXIN G(Z) 
We now give an application of theorem (3.5) 
(4.1) LEMMA. Let G be a Q-simple group with Q-rank (G) 2 2 Suppose 
TC G(Z) is an infinite group whose commensurator in G(Z) is of finite index 
in G(Z). Then r contains a nontrivial unipotent element. 
Proof. It is easy to see that r is a Zariski dense subgroup of G(Z). Let 
P,, be a minimal parabolic Q-subgroup of G, T a maximal Q-split torus in 
P, and d = d(G, POT) be the set of simple roots determined by P, and T. 
Let a E @+ be the highest root and X,: G, + G a l-parameter subgroup 
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corresponding to tl. In the notation of (3.3), we have, by hypothesis, 
xa(‘)(f) n r=: I (t E Z). Hence Xor”‘(T) n TC f and is Zariski dense for 
some t E Z. Fix such a t and pick an element y E XczCt)(r) n I- of the form 
uwp, UE R,(P,)(Q), pePo(Q) and WE W, the Weyl group element of the 
highest length. Then 
t=p-‘w -‘u-‘xz”‘(uwp)= p-l[w-‘A-,( -t) WY&(f)] p, 
where rg(t) is another l-parameter subgroup corresponding to IX, and 
w-IX,(t) w is a one parameter subgroup corresponding to the root (-a). 
Since Q-rank (G) 2 2, the group generated by Y@(t) and w - ‘X,(t) w is con- 
tained in a proper parabolic Q-subgroup of G. Therefore 5 is contained in a 
proper parabolic Q-subgroup P of G and in addition, it is semisimple. Also 
5 cannot act trivially on R,(P) for otherwise 5 E G would be central in G. 
Thus there exists a unipotent element UE R,(P)(Z) such that 
t’(u) # U{ y E Z - (0)). By assumption, “(f) n TX 1 and therefore u = ‘(5’). 
<-‘E r- { 1 } for some y E H - (0); moreover, u is clearly unipotent. 
(4.2) LEMMA. Assume that f and G satisfy the hypotheses of 
Lemma (4.1). Let u be a nontrivial unipotent element of l’, Let 
(P,, T, A, of, @) be as in theproof of (4.1), with P, 3 u. Let aE@+ be the 
highest root and /3 E CD+ a second highest root. Then there exist l-parameter 
Q-subgroups X,, X, corresponding to CI, /I such that 
(1) X,(Z)<C X&Z)Qrand 
(2) “J’,(z) d r (0 E R,(P,NQ)). 
Proof Let V be the smallest algebraic Q-subgroup of G containing U, 
which is normalised by the unipotent radical U,, of P,. Then as is easily 
seen, VC U, and VI> XJG,) for some 1 parameter subgroup X, defined 
over Q. One can choose generators a,,..., a, of U,-,(Z) such that the group 
G, generated by al(~k),..., “(Us) is Zariski dense in V for each k E Z-(O). 
Since V is a unipotent Q-subgroup, we see (see [S, Theorem 2.31) that 
G kx V(Z). Now “l(r)nrx..*x “r(r) n r~ r. Therefore, there exists an 
integer k > 0 such that I’(Z) x Gk < IY Since VI X,(G,), this implies 
X,(Z) < r. 
Now /I= u - y for some simple root y. We can hence choose a 1 
parameter subgroup X-, corresponding to -y, defined over Q, such that 
[X,(Z), X-,(Z)] <r and [X,(G,), X-,(G,)] is not identity. Here [A, B] 
denotes the group generated by elements of the form aba-‘6” with a E A, 
b E B, where A, B are subgroups of G. As in (3,2) we now get a l- 
parameter subgroup X, defined over Q such that X,(Z) < ZY 
Let W be the smallest Q-subgroup of G containing X,(Z) and nor- 
malised by U,. Then WC U,,. As in the beginning of the proof of 
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this lemma, we get W(Z) < ZY On the other hand, for any u E U,(Q), 
we see that “W(Z) x W(Z) < K This implies, in particular, that 
“x,(z) G 40 E u,(Q)). 
(4.3) THEOREM. Let G be a Q-simple group with Q-rank 82. Let 
TC G(Z) be an infinite subgroup whose commensurator in G(Z) is of finite 
index in G(Z). Then r is of finite index in G(Z). 
Proof We use the notations of (4.1) and (4.2). We then have by 
hypothesis, [pX,(mZ), r] <r where PEP,(Q) and m =m(p) is a large 
positive integer. Now Lemma (4.2) gives us m’=m(u) > 0 such that 
U-‘X,(mYZ)<T(uE U,(Q)). Pick any element YET of the type 
y = pwu, p E P,(Q), u E U,(Q) and w the Weyl group element of the highest 
length. Then [ “A’,(mZ), pwU{ “-‘X,(m’Z)} ] < r. Therefore we get, as in 
(3.2), that pX,(m”Z)<r, where S =cr+ w(p) is a simple root and m’ is a 
large integer depending on p. Let P, be the maximal parabolic subgroup 
containing PO, corresponding to the simple root 6. The above argument 
shows, since rn U,,wP, is Zariski dense in U,,wP,, that rn R,(P,)(Z) is 
Zariski dense in R,(P,). Now R,(P6) is a Q-subgroup, hence 
R,(P,)(Z)X rnR,(P,)(Z)<I’. It now follows from Theorem (3.5), that 
r is of finite index in G(Z). 
5. COMPLEMENTS 
Let G be a Q-simple algebraic group which is isotropic. Let N be a 
unipotent Q-subgroup. We can raise the following problem: classify the 
subgroups N which satisfy (*) there exist m > 0, m E Z and a Zariski dense 
subgroup r of infinite index in G(Z) such that rx N(mZ). We discuss this 
in the rather special cases SL, and SL,. 
(5.1) When G is SL3 : we have 1 < dim(N) d 3. We assume that N is 
a subgroup of the upper triangular unipotent matrices. 
If dim(N) = 1, the Proposition (2.1) shows that N satisfies (*). 
If dim(N) = 2, then N is commutative and N(Z) contains a rank-l 
unipotent matrix. Now Theorem (3.7) shows that N does not satisfy (*). 
If dim(N) = 3, then N contains a Q-subgroup N’ of dim(2) and by the 
previous case, we see that N does not satisfy (*). 
(5.2) When G is SL, : if dim(N) 2 3, then one can show easily that N 
contains a rank-l unipotent matrix. Now Theorem (3.7) shows that N does 
not satisfy (*). If dim(N) = 1, then Proposition (2.1) shows that N satisfies 
(*). We now look for Q-subgroups N of upper triangular unipotent 
matrices such that dim(N) = 2 and N does not contain a rank 1 unipotent. 
A case by case check shows that N is of the following types: 
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(i) .The group N is generated by exp(sX) exp(tX2), where S, t E G,, 
and X is a regular nilpotent matrix. Now Example (2.4) shows that N 
satisfies (*). 
(ii) N is the group 
where ~1~0, a E Z. Computations similar to those in Example (2.2) show 
that N satisfies (*). 
(iii) N is the group 
where a > 0, CI E E. We do not know whether N satisfies (*) or not. 
All the examples of Zariski dense subgroups of G(Z) (G isotropic over 
Q) discussed so far have been “extensions” of integral points of unipotent 
groups. We can ask whether every Zariski dense subgroup of G(Z) contains 
unipotents. The following proposition answers this in the negative. 
(5.3) PROPOSITION. Let G be a semisimple group defined over Q. Then 
there exists a Zariski dense subgroup of G(E) which has no unipotent 
elements. 
Proof: In [6] it is proved (see Theorem (3) of [6]) that there exist two 
semisimple lements a, b E G(Z) and an algebraic representation of G on a 
complex vector space V (with the corresponding action of G on lP( V) such 
that the following conditions are satisfied. 
(i) there exist disjoint compact sets A,, A,, B,, B, in P(V) and a 
point p E A, u A2 u B, v B, such that whenever m > 0, m E Z we have 
a”‘(B,uB2u{p}) = Al,a”YBluB2u{~)) = A2,bm(AluAzu{~))C 
B,, b-VI, uA,u (P},c B,. 
(ii) the group generated by a and b is Zariski dense in G(Z). 
We have, from Proposition ( 1.1) of [6], that the group r generated by a 
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and b is free (non abelian). We claim that r has no unipotent elements # 1. 
Suppose r does have a unipotent element # 1. Let 
be a minimal word in a and b which is unipotent and is not identity. We 
know that f, ,..., e,- i , fr- i are all nonzero. By conjugating 5 if necessary 
and using the minimality of 5, we may assume that e,, e;fi are nonzero. If 
m > 0. m E Z, it is easy to see that 
5”(P) = A, “A,, rYP)CBI”&. (53.1) 
On the other hand, since < is a unipotent matrix regarded as an element of 
GL( V), we know that, given any q E P(V), the limit lim, _ m cm(q) exists. 
This contradicts (53.1) and therefoire r has no nontrivial unipotents. 
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